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Advanced Analysis Tools
The advanced tools of TINA allow you to gain a deeper insight into circuit operation
and optimize performance

Multiparameter Optimization & Design Tool
Through optimization, TINA will optimize a circuit response to
one or more predefined target values by automatically varying the
values of one or more circuit parameters. The target circuit response
(voltage, current, impedance, or power) must be “monitored” by a
meter or meters previously inserted at the desired location(s). The
unknown circuit parameter(s) will be determined automatically so that
the circuit will produce the target output. Two alternative iterative
methods (simple and pattern search) are used to find the optimum.
Alternatively, you can use TINA's Design Tool which works with the
design equations of your circuit to ensure that the specified inputs
result in the specified output response.

Bandpass filter optimization

Design Tool

Noise Analysis
TINA's noise analysis determines the noise spectrum of a circuit, and
can refer the noise to either the input or the output. The noise power
and the signal-to-noise ratio can also be calculated. TINA can also
present noise as a curve of Total noise, at the output, as a function of
frequency. In computing this curve, TINA sums all the noise from the
start frequency up to the specified maximum frequency value and
presents it as total noise. TINA's Noise analysis is based on AC Analysis
and the results can be displayed and printed over a frequency range
similar to the Bode diagram.

Total Noise Spectrum

Monte Carlo and Worst Case Analysis
Nominal curve

Tolerances can be assigned to the circuit elements for use in MonteCarlo or worst-case analyses. The results can be evaluated statistically
using expected means, standard deviations, and yields. Moving the
cursor onto a particular curve retrieves the corresponding component
values so that extreme results may be interpreted. The tolerance
models provided for each component allow uniform, Gaussian, or
general distribution. Using general distribution, you can define
asymmetric tolerance as well as group tolerance.

Monte-Carlo Analysis

Fourier Analysis
TINA calculates both the Fourier series of periodic signals
and the continuous spectrum of non-periodic signals. For
periodic signals, TINA calculates the coefficients of the
Fourier series as well as harmonic distortion. The Fourier
series are presented both in exponential and trigonometric
form, while the continuous spectrum is presented as
amplitude density and phase or as amplitude density of
cosinusoidal and sinusoidal components. You can carry out
Fourier Analysis directly from the Analysis menu or after
Transient Analysis for any curve in the diagram window.

Fourier Series

